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Abstract: The Greenland ice sheet is a major contributor to sea level rise, adding on average 0.47 ± 0.23 mm year⁻¹ to global mean sea level between 1991 and 2015. The cryosphere as a whole has contributed around 45% of observed global sea level rise since 1993. Understanding the present-day state of the Greenland ice sheet is therefore vital for understanding the processes controlling the modern-day rates of sea level change and for making projections of sea level rise into the future. Here, we provide an overview of the current state of the mass budget of Greenland based on a diverse range of remote sensing observations to produce the essential climate variables (ECVs) of ice velocity, surface elevation change, grounding line location, calving front location, and gravimetric mass balance as well as numerical modelling that together build a consistent picture of a shrinking ice sheet. We also combine these observations with output from a regional climate model and from an ice sheet model to gain insight into existing biases in ice sheet dynamics and surface mass balance processes. Observations show surface lowering across virtually all regions of the ice sheet and at some locations up to −2.65 m year⁻¹ between 1995 and 2017 based on radar altimetry analysis. In addition, calving fronts at 28 study sites, representing a sample of typical glaciers, have retreated all around Greenland since the 1990s and in only two out of 28 study locations have they remained stable. During the same period, two of five floating ice shelves have collapsed while the locations of grounding lines at the remaining three floating ice shelves have remained stable over the observation period. In a detailed case study with a fracture model at Petermann glacier, we demonstrate the potential sensitivity of these floating ice shelves to future warming. GRACE gravimetrically-derived mass balance (GMB) data shows that overall Greenland has lost 255 ± 15 Gt year⁻¹ of ice over the period 2003 to 2016, consistent with that shown by IMBIE and a marked increase compared to a rate of loss of 83 ± 63 Gt year⁻¹ in the 1993–2003 period. Regional climate model and ice sheet model simulations show that surface mass processes dominate the Greenland ice sheet mass budget over most of the interior. However, in areas of high ice velocity there is a significant contribution to mass...
loss by ice dynamical processes. Marked differences between models and observations indicate that not all processes are captured accurately within models, indicating areas for future research.
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1. Introduction

The Greenland ice sheet is a major contributor to present day observed sea level rise [1,2] and a changing Arctic climate will likely continue to have a profound impact on the ice sheet mass budget in the future. Greenland has been experiencing some of the highest rates of climate change on the planet [3], with observed temperature increases of 2 K since records began in the 1870s [4]. The contribution to sea level rise from the Greenland ice sheet is determined by the total mass budget that results from two main processes: the melt and runoff of surface snow and ice and a dynamic component due to iceberg calving and ice-ocean interactions at ocean terminating glaciers.

The mass budget of the ice sheet as a whole is driven by precipitation at the surface of the ice sheet, which is balanced at the surface by ice melt and runoff. As meltwater and rainfall over the surface snow can refreeze in the snowpack [5] or be retained in liquid firn aquifers or englacially, liquid water (from melt or rainfall) does not automatically run off and this significantly complicates the calculation of the surface mass balance (SMB). The SMB is also sometimes referred to as climatic mass budget or surface mass balance. The dynamic component of the mass budget is a mass loss component resulting from iceberg calving and ocean driven melting that has been only relatively poorly observed in the field (for example, [6]). More minor contributions to the mass budget come from basal melting but this process is not considered in detail here.

The relative contribution to the total mass budget of the two main components of the budget is important as it determines both the regional sea level rise fingerprint and the rate at which the ice sheet can respond to further climate change. The ice sheet’s total mass change has been estimated using a range of different methods including radar and laser altimetry, synthetic aperture interferometry as part of the mass budget method and gravimetry. In the first Ice Sheet Mass Balance Inter-comparison Exercise (IMBIE, [2]), the average Greenland mass budget from four independent methods was $-237 \text{ Gt year}^{-1}$ between 2000 and 2011, which is a contribution of 0.65 mm year$^{-1}$ to mean sea level rise; and $-263 \text{ Gt year}^{-1}$ between 2005 and 2011, which is a contribution of 0.72 mm year$^{-1}$ to mean sea level rise. This accounts for a little less than a third of the average 3.1 mm year$^{-1}$ observed sea level rise between 1993 and 2017. As each measurement technique is sensitive to different processes and there is high inter-annual variability in precipitation, melt, calving fluxes and other processes, the total mass budget of the Greenland ice sheet is sensitive to the time period chosen and methods used including also assumptions about for example, glacio-isostatic adjustments, definition of basins, models used for data interpretation and many other processes as for example noted by Enderlin et al. [7]. In addition, measurement uncertainties as well as the reliance on numerical models of key processes such as SMB leads to significant uncertainty in estimates of total mass budget. Among other factors, SMB derived from regional climate models is reliant on model physics that determine how much precipitation falls and where [8]. Precipitation is also strongly influenced by model resolution [9]. Radiation schemes largely determine how much snow and ice melts and these are highly sensitive to cloud parameterisation choices [10,11] and albedo [5,12] as well as model resolution and choice of boundary forcing. Even simple choices such as of ice sheet masks and which topographic datasets are used have significant impact on estimates of SMB [13]. As SMB is used to force ice sheet models, the uncertainties can propagate into ice sheet models as for example shown by Adalgeirsdottir et al. [14]. The use of models is necessary to interpret remotely sensed data and in particular for partitioning mass change by different processes. Improving models is complicated by a lack of ground-based observation stations,
especially over longer time scales. For this reason, the availability of remote sensing observations is vital to monitoring the present status of the ice sheet as well as for initialising and assimilating into models. There has however, been a significant increase in the amount of data available within the earth sciences including in and around the Greenland cryosphere in recent years as documented by for example the Promice (Programme for monitoring the Greenland ice sheet) automatic weather stations on the ice sheet as well as the NASA MEaSUREs data and IceBridge (e.g., [7,15]).

In this article we summarise the current state of Greenland ice sheet mass balance and evaluate the importance of different ice sheet processes, whether resulting from ice sheet dynamics, surface mass balance or submarine melt using both observations and numerical models. The European Space Agency’s climate change initiative (ESA CCI) for the Greenland ice sheet has made available extensive pre-processed remotely sensed datasets for scientific research. By consolidating, standardising and integrating satellite remote sensing data, high quality datasets are now accessible to scientists, policymakers and other stakeholders. This data has been used to identify significant trends and changes in ice dynamics in Greenland including identifying significant changes in ice velocity at large outlet glaciers [16], assessing the causes of surface elevation change across the ice sheet [17–20] as well as assessing the importance of different processes controlling seasonal velocity changes on the ice sheet [21]. The availability of this data is invaluable in communicating the effects of climate change on the cryosphere and the likely impacts on sea level rise and human societies. The essential climate variables (ECVs) specific to Greenland focus attention on the most significant processes that lead to changes in ice sheet properties and therefore sea level rise. They allow both detailed process studies and are a monitoring tool to determine the present day state of the Greenland ice sheet. They also indicate the likely direction of future evolution and sources of uncertainty, particularly when combined with regional climate and ice sheet model outputs. Surface elevation change (SEC) reflects changes in both mass input from snowfall and mass output from melt and runoff as well as the importance of dynamical changes leading to drawdown or thickening of ice related to changes in ice velocity (IV). Calving front location (CFL) and grounding line location (GLL) at floating glacier termini reflect glacier retreat rates that can be driven by both ocean processes and internal ice dynamics. Gravimetrically derived mass balance (GMB) data ties all of these processes together and can give an overall ice sheet and basin scale estimate of total mass change. All remote sensing data and model output is available for download (see Supplementary materials). Combining these datasets with numerical models is a powerful means of partitioning observed changes by different processes in order to both assess the baseline of ice sheet changing and the likely factors driving ice sheet mass loss. A number of scientific studies have already published important results for Greenland based partly or fully on the Greenland ice sheet CCI data [18–20,22], but combining the observations with numerical modelling reveals the power of the dataset to clarify important and outstanding issues in Greenland ice sheet science. Aside from simple model evaluation using satellite data, the use of numerical models in combination with satellite observations takes three forms in this study. Firstly, we use model outputs to estimate and correct the direct contribution of different physical processes to mass budget, for example by using solid and liquid precipitation, melt, sublimation, evaporation and temperature derived from a high resolution regional climate model, to correct surface elevation change data for firn compaction [23] and convert into altimetric mass balance [17]. Secondly, we use observational data in combination with models to infer the importance of second order processes, for example by comparing surface mass balance derived from RCMs with GMB data. This allows us to partition mass loss from the Greenland ice sheet on a basin scale and to assess where improvements in modelling processes important for ice sheet mass budget need to be made. Thirdly, we use observational data to drive model projections, for example with the use of ice velocity data to drive models of ice fracture and iceberg calving. These hybrid model-data products show great potential in improving estimates of sea level rise, both rate and magnitude, derived from ice sheet models and RCMs.
2. Methods and Datasets

In this paper we briefly review the five main data products developed in the CCI project and describe the techniques used to derive them. We also give a brief introduction to the RCM HIRHAM5 and the ice sheet model PISM used in the analysis and application of the data. In combination with ice dynamics modelling and regional climate modelling, the observations allow us to assess the present state of the Greenland ice sheet and partition the contribution of different processes, and regions of Greenland, to sea level rise as well as indicating uncertainties in model formulations and arising due to inadequate process understanding.

2.1. Ice Velocity

The annual velocity maps and ice velocity time series of outlet glaciers provide essential information for studying temporal fluctuations and long-term trends. They also provide key input for ice dynamic and climate modelling. The data set produced by the CCI has a high temporal resolution with multiple repeats giving high quality data over the ice sheet and outlet glaciers. Within the framework of the ESA CCI programme, a system for automatic generation of ice velocity maps from repeat pass Copernicus Sentinel-1 SAR data was developed [22]. The systematic acquisition planning of Sentinel-1 in Greenland is designed to cover the entire ice sheet margin at repeat intervals of 6 to 12 days augmented by annual ice sheet-wide winter campaigns. Taking advantage of this, annual ice velocity maps of the Greenland ice sheet as well as continuous time series of major outlet glaciers have been produced covering the entire Sentinel-1 period (2014–present). Ice motion is derived from Sentinel-1 Single Look Complex (SLC) image pairs acquired in Interferometric Wide (IW) swath mode applying both coherent and incoherent iterative offset tracking. The IW mode is the standard operation mode over land surfaces including inland ice. Applying Terrain Observation by Progressive Scans (TOPS) acquisition technology, it provides a spatial resolution of about 3 m × 22 m in slant range and azimuth, respectively, with a swath width of 250 km. Ice velocity maps with 250 m grid spacing are produced at 6- to 12-day intervals and are annually combined and averaged to compile a virtually gapless mosaic of ice sheet-wide mean velocity. Annual maps run from October to October and are thus equivalent to a glaciological SMB year. To date three consecutive annual Sentinel-1 IV maps have been produced as part of Greenland ice sheet CCI. Production of the 2017/18 map is pending but the 2017/18 winter campaign map is finished (Figure 1). The maps provide detailed snapshots of contemporary ice flow in Greenland.

![Image of annual ice velocity maps](image)

**Figure 1.** Greenland ice sheet climate change initiative (CCI) annual ice velocity maps derived from Sentinel-1 SAR data 2014–2017 and winter campaign map 2017/18.
Quality assessment of the IV retrieval algorithm was performed through internal consistency checks (for example, checking how the algorithm performs on bedrock outcrops that are assumed stationary), and intercomparisons with other algorithms through a dedicated round-robin [24]. The velocity data is validated against independent datasets from ground-based in-situ GPS, higher resolution sensors (TerraSAR-X and COSMO-SkyMed) and available published datasets (MEaSUREs, e.g., [3,25]. A pixel-by-pixel intercomparison with the latest available winter campaign map 2017/18 shows a mean bias of 0.001 m/d and an RMSE of 0.04 m/d for both easting and northing components based on more than 33 million pixels [26].

2.2. Calving Fronts

The calving front location (CFL) marks the ever-changing terminus position of a tidewater glacier subject to ice advance and iceberg calving [27]. The CFL is a basic glacier parameter, required for purposes such as mapping glacier extent, calculating areal change or calving rates and as model domain boundary. Monitoring CFL temporal evolution is important as prolonged retreat of the calving front is a sign of changing boundary conditions and/or dynamic instability. The CFL product covers 28 key outlet glaciers around the Greenland perimeter and nearly three decades in time (1990–present). Calving fronts are extracted, at annual to seasonal intervals, through manual delineation of the ice-ocean boundary using geocoded satellite images in a GIS environment. Source data include primarily SAR imagery (ERS-1/2, Envisat, ALOS PALSAR, Sentinel-1), with temporal gaps filled using optical data (Landsat-5/7/8, Sentinel-2). The nominal ground resolution of the images varies between 10–30 m. To assure accurate geocoding and avoid systematic shifts in CFL of glaciers subject to strong elevation changes, the CFL is in reference to a stationary geoid (EGM96) rather than topographic height from a DEM. CFLs are available as a collection of annotated shapefiles, with detailed metadata on, amongst others, sensor and ice conditions, in the Greenland ice sheet CCI database (see link at the end of the paper). Figure 2 shows an example of the CFL product for Sermeq Avannarleq glacier in West Greenland, depicted on a Landsat-8 image as well as time sequence of the ice front along a flowline. Prolonged retreat of the glacier terminus started in the late 1990s and it stabilized in 2010 at a new location approximately 2.5 km upstream. Errors in extracted ice fronts are generally within a few pixels and depend on factors such as sensor resolution and geocoding but also the seasonal presence of ice mélange in front of the glacier, which can hamper the detection of the ice front. Seasonal signals of retreat and readvance are also seen at many of these glacier fronts, making the long time series invaluable in assessing the state of the glacier dynamics.

2.3. Grounding Lines

The Greenland ice sheet CCI project provides grounding line locations (GLL) for five key glaciers with floating termini in north Greenland: 79 glacier (also known as Nioghalvfjerds glacier), Hagen, Petermann, Ryder and Zachariae Isstrøm. The grounding line marks the transition from grounded to floating ice and, particularly in basins with large overdeepenings, is a sensitive indicator of the stability of outlet glaciers [28]. The collapse of large floating ice shelves can lead to substantial acceleration and rapid retreat of outlet glaciers with a coincident increase in ice sheet mass loss [29]. Locating the grounding line is therefore critical for determining the mass flux of a marine based outlet glacier or ice sheet and monitoring changes in grounding line positions allows us to identify unstable regions. The GLL product is derived from InSAR data by mapping the lower and upper boundaries of the tidal flexure zone visible in double difference interferograms. These boundaries mark the seaward and landward limit of the tidal flexure zone respectively and serve as a proxy for the grounding zone [30,31]. Repeat pass data of ERS-1/2 acquired in 1995–1996 and Sentinel-1A (2015–2018) were used to map the grounding zone of the glaciers at two distinct epochs. The accuracy depends primarily on grounding zone geometry (slope), tidal amplitude, ice flow velocity and the quality of the interferogram (SNR, coherence, feature clarity) and uncertainties vary from 200 m to locally more than 1.5 km [32]. Improved precision can be achieved if multiple interferograms are available; however,
it is difficult to separate between horizontal displacement due to ice flow and vertical displacement due to the tidal signal, especially on fast moving outlets. The launch of Sentinel-1B, in April 2016, has reduced the repeat pass period of the Sentinel-1 mission from 12 to 6 days reducing temporal decorrelation and providing significant improvements. We apply advanced interferometric processing, using pre-determined IV to aid the co-registration, in the formation of interferograms from Sentinel-1 TOPS mode data to account for the 6- to 12-day image acquisition interval and high flow speed (up to 3 m). Figure 3 shows an interferogram of the grounding zone of Ryder Glacier in north Greenland derived from 6-day repeat pass SAR data of Sentinel-1A and 1B acquired at 6, 12 and 18 January 2017. The grounding zone can be recognized as a distinct band of fringes in the interferogram caused by tidal deformation around a hinge as also shown by Hogg et al. [16].

Figure 2. (Top) CFLs of Sermeq Avannarleq Glacier in West Greenland from 1990 to 2018 shown as coloured lines (background: Landsat-8 image acquired at 7 October 2014, USGS). (Bottom) temporal evolution of CFL plotted as distance along the central flowline (dashed white line in left figure).

2.4. Surface Elevation Change

The surface elevation change (SEC) dataset is based on satellite radar altimeter observations from satellites ERS-1, ERS-2, Envisat and Cryosat-2, covering the period of 1992–2017. The time series of observations is averaged as 5-year running mean estimates, to smooth interannual variability due to weather. The SEC estimation uses a mission specific combination of cross-over-, repeat-track- and least-squares-methods to estimate the temporal evolution of surface elevation at a common 5 km uniformed grid for the entire Greenland ice sheet. Full details in the mission specific set-up for deriving
surface elevation change including errors are given in the review of Sandberg Sørensen et al. [20]. If the reader is interested in more mission specific papers we refer to Sørensen et al. [18,19,33–36]. The observed SEC is compared with RCM and ISM results (see Section 3.1 and 3.3) to infer the importance of different processes.

![Figure 3](image_url)

**Figure 3.** Geocoded double difference interferogram of the grounding zone of Ryder Glacier derived from repeat pass SAR data of Sentinel-1A and 1B acquired at 6, 12 and 18 January 2017 (background: Google Earth). Thick black lines indicate the lower and upper boundary of the tidal flexure zone. Inset shows location of Ryder Glacier in North Greenland.

### 2.5. Gravimetric Mass Balance from GRACE

The ESA Greenland Ice Sheet CCI provides estimates of ice mass balance derived from the joint NASA/DLR GRACE (Gravity Recovery & Climate Experiment) mission [37]. Operational between 2002 and 2017, the GRACE mission consisted of two identical spacecrafts flying about 220 km apart in a polar orbit originally at 480 km above the Earth, mapping the Earth’s gravity field each month. GRACE (and its successor GRACE-FO) is the only remote sensing sensor that directly measures total mass change, and thereby observes the total ice mass balance (or equivalent sea-level rise). The monthly solutions (level 2 products) are provided as spherical harmonic coefficients by different processing centres such as CSR (Center for Space Research at University of Texas, Austin, TX, USA), GFZ (GeoforschungsZentrum Potsdam, Germany), JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, USA) and more recently also by the Technical University of Graz (ITSG-Grace2016). The maximum spherical harmonic degree varies between the processing centres and releases (e.g., degree and order 60/96 for CSR RL06 or 60/90/120 for ITSG-Grace2016). As part of the ESA Greenland ice sheet CCI project, gravimetrically derived mass balance, also known as gravimetric mass balance (GMB), products are generated using both ITSG-Grace2016 [38] (2002–2017) and the new CSR RL06 solutions [39] (2003–2016). Moreover, independent GMB products are prepared by DTU Space (DTU) and TU Dresden (TUDR) using different approaches. The GMB products comprise mass change time series for eight drainage basins [40] and the entire Greenland ice sheet as well as gridded mass balance estimates over running 5-year periods.

DTU applies an inversion technique to derive monthly mass changes. Gravity observations at satellite altitude are used to solve for point masses on an icosahedron grid, where each point mass represents an area with a radius of ~20 km. The ice mass changes over the whole Greenland ice sheet are derived including the peripheral glaciers, which cannot discriminate in the ~300 km resolution of GRACE. A detailed description of the approach is given in Barletta et al. [41]. TUDR estimates monthly mass changes by applying a regional integration approach per grid cell of a 50 × 50 km² grid. For each grid cell a tailored sensitivity kernel was designed, which minimizes the sum of GRACE errors, derived
from empirical error variance-covariance information, and signal leakage [42]. Mass change time series per drainage basin are derived by simply integrating the corresponding point masses or grid cells.

Figure 4 shows two types of GMB products derived by the different approaches and based on the CSR RL06 solution series (maximum degree and order 96). Differences in the spatial patterns of the 5-year trends originate from differing degrees of smoothing inherent to the applied methodologies. Nevertheless, the mass balance estimates, i.e., linear trends, for the entire Greenland ice sheet agree within their uncertainties. Trend differences are largely caused by differing GIA model corrections applied in both products. While DTU has applied the model by [43] based on the ICE-5G deglaciation history, TUDR has applied the ICE-6G(VM5a) [44] model prediction. Both model corrections differ by $-6.3 \text{ Gt year}^{-1}$ for the entire Greenland ice sheet. Comparable products derived from the ITSG-Grace2016 solutions exhibit a high level of agreement compared to the CSR-based products, for example, the Greenland ice sheet mass balance estimates from both DTU products (based on CSR RL06 and ITSG-Grace2016) differ by only 3 Gt year$^{-1}$.

**Figure 4.** GMB products provided by the ESA Greenland ice sheet CCI project. (a) Mass change time series for the entire Greenland ice sheet generated by DTU (red) and TUDR (blue). (b) Ice mass trends for 2007–2011 provided by DTU (left) and TUDR (right). All products are based on monthly solutions from the CSR RL06 series. Numbers indicate mass balance estimates and the corresponding uncertainties.

### 2.6. Regional Climate Model HIRHAM5

The Regional Climate Model HIRHAM5 as described in Langen et al. [5], Mottram et al. [45] is used in this study as climate forcing. Published studies (e.g., Enderlin et al. [46], Sasgen et al. [47], van den Broeke et al. [7]) use surface mass balance estimates derived from regional climate models such as RACMO, MAR and HIRHAM to assess the relative importance of surface and dynamic processes to ice sheet mass change by subtracting discharge of ice from modelled surface mass balance. The relatively high resolution and reasonable performance of such SMB models means that basin scale ice dynamics can in principle be resolved for the Greenland ice sheet by comparing GMB with SMB. In this study we compare the results from the HIRHAM5 RCM with published results from the RACMO2.3 RCM [1,47]. HIRHAM5 is run at 0.05 degrees (5.5 km) resolution on a rotated polar grid, and forced on the lateral boundaries with temperature, relative humidity, wind components and pressure at all 31 levels in the atmosphere every 6 hours from the ERA-Interim climate reanalysis dataset [48]. At the lower model boundary, sea surface temperatures and sea ice are applied daily and are also derived from ERA-Interim data. The climate model was developed at the Danish Meteorological Institute with physical schemes modified from ECHAM5 physics [49] to be suitable for application in polar regions [50,51]. The dynamical equations are derived from the HIRLAM7 numerical weather prediction model in both HIRHAM and RACMO [52] but they have different physics schemes [53]. The atmospheric radiative and turbulent fluxes drive a surface energy balance model to calculate melt rates. The SMB is calculated from the sum of the precipitation, sublimation and
evaporation and runoff. The SMB model includes a multi-layer firn model that accounts for retention and refreezing of meltwater within the snowpack \cite{5,51}. The effects of retention and refreezing are important to account for in calculating surface elevation change as well as having implications for total mass balance. As melt, that can be detected for example by passive microwave sensors \cite{54}, can refreeze or be retained within the snowpack and firn layers, the total melt generated does not necessarily lead to surface runoff or a mass loss from the system. Modelled SMB combined with GMB allows the partitioning of mass loss from Greenland into atmospherically driven melt and runoff and dynamically influenced calving and basal melt \cite{2,47,55,56}.

In this study we also use the SMB calculated in HIRHAM5, together with surface temperatures, to force the parallel ice sheet model (PISM). Ice sheet models are used to derive rates of dynamic mass change and are typically forced with a simplified surface forcing based on temperature and precipitation or, as in this study with a physically based SMB model using a surface energy budget method.

2.7. Ice Sheet Modelling with PISM

Given the vast amount of feedback mechanisms and interactions involving ice sheets in the climate system, ice sheet modelling and estimating future rates of ice loss is a major challenge \cite{57,58}. Ice sheet dynamics have been identified as a major source of uncertainty in sea level rise projections by IPCC authors in the fifth assessment report \cite{3}. Ice sheet models are available at a range of different degrees of complexity, including simpler shallow ice and shallow shelf models through higher order Blatter-Pattyn formulations to Full-Stokes ice sheet models \cite{29,59}. Each model type has different limitations and strong points and is suitable for different types of simulations spanning a variety of temporal and spatial scales. Regardless of model complexity, proper boundary and initial conditions are necessary. These require high-quality observational data to be available. In addition, in order to validate the models and constrain model parameters, observational data sets are essential. Here, we use ice velocity and surface elevation data to evaluate simulations of the ice sheet with the Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM).

PISM is an open-source thermodynamically coupled, polythermal hybrid stress balance ice sheet model \cite{60,61}, which combines the Shallow Ice Approximation (SIA) \cite{62} and the Shallow Shelf Approximation (SSA) \cite{63,64}. We used an experimental set-up and values for the flow law determined by detailed experiments carried out by Aschwanden et al. \cite{65}. The effective viscosity of glacier ice, \( \eta \), is given by

\[
2\eta = \frac{1}{EA} \left( \tau^2_e + \varepsilon^2 \right)^{1/n} \tag{1}
\]

\( E \) is the flow enhancement factor, \( \tau_e \) is the effective stress, \( A \) is the enthalpy-dependent rate factor and \( \varepsilon \) is a small constant regularizing the flow law at low effective stresses, thereby avoiding problems with infinite viscosity at zero deviatoric stress. For the simulations presented here, \( E = 1.5 \) and \( n = 3.0 \) for both the SIA and the SSA case (following the calibration by Aschwanden et al. \cite{65}). In PISM, the flow velocity \( \mathbf{U} = (U_1, U_2) \) is given as a combination of the velocities according to the Shallow Ice Approximation (SIA), \( \mathbf{u} = (u_1, u_2) \), and the Shallow Shelf Approximation (SSA), \( \mathbf{v} = (v_1, v_2) \), \cite{64};

\[
U = f(|\mathbf{v}|)u + (1 - f(|\mathbf{v}|)) v \tag{2}
\]

where \( |\mathbf{v}|^2 = v_1^2 + v_2^2 \) and

\[
f(|\mathbf{v}|) = 1 - \frac{2}{\pi} \arctan \left( \frac{|\mathbf{v}|^2}{100^2} \right) \tag{3}
\]

Calving is accounted for using a mask reflecting the initial ice geometry but with no further ice dynamical feedback implemented in the model. In order to examine the effects of sliding on the ice flow, different values for the yield stress of the basal till have been tested, from a value of \( 2.0 \times 10^5 \) Pa
to $1.25 \times 10^5$ Pa, the former being a very strong value, that ensures little or no sliding to amplify the flow [66]. All other model parameters related to sliding are kept constant.

The ice sheet model is run over Greenland at a uniform 2 km grid resolution, optimised for model performance within computational resource constraints. The effect of grid resolution on outlet velocities has been examined by Aschwanden et al. [65], who concluded that, in general, outlet velocity improves with smaller resolution and a minimum grid resolution of 2 km is needed in order to obtain correct orders of magnitude for the fast-flowing outlets. Initial bedrock and ice surface topography is from Bamber et al. [67] and the model is driven by monthly fields of surface mass balance and 2 m temperatures from the regional climate model HIRHAM5 (Section 2.6) for the period 1980–2017. Boundary conditions at the ice-ocean interface are constant in both space and time. Sub-shelf ice temperature is set to pressure-melting point and the sub-shelf melt rate is assumed to be proportional to a constant heat flux from the ocean into the ice. Prior to the 1980–2017 simulation, we made a spinup simulation consisting of a glacial cycle run following the SeaRISE experiments [68] at 10 km grid resolution followed by runs at progressively higher model resolution (10 km–5 km–2 km). Test runs with constant forcing changing only resolution of model (and forcing fields) and allowing bed topography to reflect the resolution change typically show a short transient with a quite steep decrease in ice mass when resolution changes, reflecting an increase in the number of resolved outlets. During spinup, the model is run until the ice mass is stable for each resolution. PISM is driven at the surface boundary by a constant annual cycle based on multi-year monthly means of the first 15 years of the HIRHAM5 1980–2017 time slice (1980–1995) in order to bring the ice sheet close to equilibrium with the 20th century climate before running the model to the present day to derive ice velocity and surface elevation changes from the model to compare with observations.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Surface Elevation Change in Models and Observations

The relatively short period of observations, compared with the long timescales of ice sheet dynamics makes for challenging evaluation of ice sheet surface elevation change due to ice dynamics. In Figure 5 five year means of observed surface elevation change (SEC) in the upper panel are compared with the change in modelled SMB output from the HIRHAM5 regional climate model. The model includes firn processes such as refreezing and densification and is therefore equivalent to the observed surface elevation change. The lower panel shows the PISM modelled change in surface elevation driven by the same SMB product from HIRHAM. In this way the relative contributions of surface and dynamical processes to changes in SEC are decomposed with the help of the models. The upper panel of Figure 5 shows the 5-year running mean estimates, where especially the later part of the time series shows negative elevation change on the Greenland ice sheet, in particularly at the margins and in agreement with the literature [69,70].

The observations show an initial small increase in elevation over much of the ice sheet in the early part of the record but over the full period there has been an absolute decline in surface elevation, demonstrating the importance of long-term observations. There are some exceptions in the east and south where the trend to overall decrease in elevation is reversed through the period of observations. The decrease in surface elevation is particularly marked around the margins of the ice sheet [71] especially on the western side and around the basins of significant active calving glaciers, for example Jakobshavn Isbrae in the west and Helheim and Kangerlussuaq glacier basins in the east where surface elevation changes greater than 1 m per year are observed. In these locations, ice dynamics from fast flowing glaciers (see Figure 1) are likely to contribute to significant elevation change. Comparison between the SEC observed from radar altimetry (upper panel) with the modelled SMB (middle panel) and modelled SEC from the ISM (lower panel) suggests that surface mass processes of precipitation and melt dominate the observed SEC over the vast majority of the interior of the ice sheet. This supports analysis by [7] who also found SMB processes dominate the recent ice sheet mass budget. Around
the margins of the ice sheet the modelled SMB from the RCM and SEC observations show a similar pattern of elevation change both in sign and in spatial extent. However, it is also noteworthy that the majority of the ice sheet interior shows a small surface increase in all four periods from observations; this is not reflected in the modelled SMB model, where the RCM may have a dry precipitation bias [5]. The observed surface elevation increase in this region may also result either from biases in the correction of snow density or from ice sheet dynamic processes related to colder, stiffer glacial period ice, as suggested by Colgan et al. [72]. The ice sheet dynamical model also does not capture this surface increase, though this may be due to uncertainties in the initialisation of the model as shown by Adalgeirsdottir et al. [14].
In the regions of fast flowing outlet glaciers that show a surface lowering much greater than derived from the SMB modelling, the role of ice dynamics is likely to be much more important. However, while the PISM model results also show the strong influence of the surface mass balance forcing from HIRHAM the match between model surface elevation change and observed in some of these regions is less apparent. The ice sheet model under-predicts the SEC in some of these areas and in some cases even has the wrong sign, for example at the terminus of Jakobshavn glacier. This is likely to be at least in part a result of the model resolution inadequately capturing basal topography [65] though
may also reflect process parameter uncertainty that gives lower ice sheet velocities than observed in some locations as discussed in the following section. The lack of a dynamic calving parameterisation, a long-standing problem in ice sheet modelling [27], may also contribute to this underestimate in SEC as the model underestimates the increase in ice velocity gradients that lead to dynamic thinning [73] as calving rates increase. Work by [74] also indicates that increased basal and frontal melting at outlet glaciers can lead to enhanced dynamic thinning at glaciers with termini grounded in deep water. This process is not yet included in the PISM ice sheet model version used in this study and may thus also explain the mismatch between elevation change from the model and the satellite observations.

3.2. Modelled and Observed Ice Velocities

In ice sheet models, numerous parameters influence the observed dynamics of the ice and comparisons between observations and model results may assist in constraining model parameters. As an example, the effect of different sliding parameters on ice velocities have been examined. In Figure 6 the mean modelled ice velocities for the winter 2014–2015 (Oct–Mar) are compared to the corresponding observed ice velocity. Figure 6b shows the results for the low sliding case, while Figure 6e shows the enhanced sliding case. In both cases, overall structure of the flow field looks reasonable, even though the modelled velocities are too low. Ice streams are mostly properly located, even though the North Eastern Greenland Ice Stream (NEGIS) is less well represented. This is, however, a consistent feature of many ice sheet models since NEGIS dynamics are believed to be heavily influenced by geothermal heat anomalies [75–77] an effect that is currently not well accounted for in this model setup. One solution is to do an inversion with the model based on surface velocities to obtain basal friction, and then use this for the simulations. However, as it requires a consistent surface velocity covering the entire Greenland ice sheet, not just a single area, it would then be difficult to use the surface velocities as independent validation of the ice sheet model and is beyond the scope of this current study. In this set of experiments, PISM’s ice streams are generated by bedrock topography and a combination of sliding over the base and shear deformation of a thin till and ice layer at the base [60]. When sliding is included, see Figure 6e, the overall ice velocity increases and the individual ice streams become more focused. Figure 6d shows the difference in the modelled velocities. From the difference plot it is evident that the overall velocity of the ice changes very little in the two cases, but the velocity in the ice streams increases significantly and focuses the flow. Using the ice velocity data to tune the sliding enhancement factor provides a better correspondence with the observed ice velocities.

3.3. Total Ice Sheet Mass Budget down to the Basin Scale

As Figure 4 showed, there has been a long-term downward trend in the total mass budget of the Greenland ice sheet, at least since the start of the GRACE era. The methods of Barletta et al. [41] and Groh and Horwath [42] applied to the GMB data give an average mass loss of 255 and 260 ± 15 Gt year^{-1} respectively, though the contribution of each basin to this figure varies considerably. The GMB data can be used to determine how much of the mass loss is related to surface processes and how much to ice dynamics but it can also be used to assess how different models represent mass budget processes.

To compare surface mass changes modelled by HIRHAM5 and RACMO2.3 [10] with those observed by GRACE, cumulative SMB anomalies are calculated from the monthly SMB values of both models. Long-term signal components are removed by calculating residuals with regard to a linear model (for the SMB) and a quadratic (for the GMB) model. In this way, the impact of differing reference periods used for deriving the cumulative SMB anomalies and of ice-dynamical mass changes included in the GMB products are largely removed. Figure 7 compares residual mass changes for eight drainage basins and the whole Greenland ice sheet. The Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient indicates the level of agreement between the GMB products and the model predictions as well as between both models.
Figure 6. Ice surface velocity in the winter of 2014–2015 (Oct–Mar). (a) Mean observed ice velocity. (b) Modelled ice velocity in the case of low sliding. (c) Difference in observed and low sliding model velocity (a vs. b). (d) The difference between the modelled ice velocities. (e) Modelled ice velocity with sliding included. (f) Difference in observed and sliding included model velocity (a vs. e).

It is important to emphasise that there are uncertainties in the GRACE-derived estimates [78], e.g., caused by errors in the GRACE monthly solutions or by signal leakage from adjacent regions, as well as uncertainties in the SMB estimates [5,47] and seasonal fluctuations in ice dynamics [79]. These uncertainties complicate interpretation of the data. As the GMB data also accounts for ice dynamics, we would not necessarily expect a good agreement between modelled SMB and GMB data, especially in basins with high ice velocities and active calving fronts but in other basins a closer match between SMB and GMB should be expected. Overall there is good agreement between models and the GMB data for the ice sheet as a whole with some interesting regional variations as the statistics in Figure 7 confirm. The higher amplitude positive mass balance from GRACE in basins 3, 4 and 5 in eastern, south eastern and southern Greenland respectively, coincide with regions showing the highest precipitation inputs in Greenland. This suggests that the distribution of precipitation over the ice sheet is a significant source of uncertainty in both models and in terms of decomposing the GRACE land and ice signals. However, the high amplitude mass loss in the GRACE signal compared to the RCM data is especially apparent in basins 3, 4 and 5. These basins have large calving outlet glaciers and the GRACE data therefore suggests that glacier dynamics and ocean driven processes are enhancing mass loss in these regions. Basin 4 in southeast Greenland in particular has a large number of actively calving glaciers. The large mass loss recorded by the GMB from GRACE but not in the RCMs from 2005 to 2008 coincides with a period of retreat and active calving discussed further below.

The low surface elevation change calculated from the SMB model compared with the observed surface elevation change in the high interior of the ice sheet indicated that modelled precipitation from RCMs may be biased low over much of the interior. There is relatively little observational data for accumulation rates across Greenland. Analysis of field data collected along the Q-transect (the Qasimiut ice lobe) in southern Greenland [53], one of the few consistent time series of observations of accumulation, demonstrates that in basin 5, both RACMO and HIRHAM5 regional climate models overestimate precipitation over the ice sheet close to the margin and underestimate precipitation further inland as a result of the bias. Hermann et al. [53] point out that the precipitation bias has a consequent impact on the modelled melt rate. Melt at the surface of glaciers is strongly determined by the albedo. Snow has a higher albedo than bare glacier ice so the acceleration in melting that occurs when ice is exposed occurs later in the season in the models compared to the observations. The overestimate of snowfall from the models in this location leads to an underestimate in snow and ice melt during the melt season compared to that observed at stake sites on the glacier. The bias in
mass loss in the RCMs compared to the GMB in this region may thus be partly explained by biases in precipitation as well as ice dynamic processes in basin 5. As some of the highest melt rates and highest snowfall rates have been recorded by automatic weather stations on the ice sheet in Greenland in basin 5, analysis of local effects as in Hermann et al. [53], also demonstrates the value in supplementing satellite based observations and models with field measurement campaigns.

Interestingly, in basins 1 and 2, where calving and ice dynamics are not as large contributors to mass loss as in other regions, modelled SMB and GMB data products match rather well. However, there are some significant differences between the two RCMs in some years in these regions as well as in region 8 in northwestern Greenland. We hypothesise that some of the variation between modelled SMB is due to the albedo effect and differing albedo parameterisations as well as perhaps different precipitation rates in the two models in these locations as documented in Noel et al. [10].

Northern Greenland has low precipitation rates and once darker glacier ice is exposed after fresh snow with a higher albedo melts away, large amounts of ice can be lost [80]. A small difference in precipitation in one model compared to the other, or different albedo parametrisations that substantially vary melt and runoff between the models, can thus have a large impact in these two basins. Differences in cloud parameterisations may well also result in a similar effect [11]. The regional scale analysis here also demonstrates that during the high mass loss year of 2012, around 25% of the mass loss came from basin 6 in western Greenland, driven by high melt rates. An underestimate in melt rates in
HIRHAM5, and likely in other RCMs, particularly in the region of basin 6 during the heat wave of 2012 was identified by Fausto et al. [81] who compared weather station data on the ice sheet from the PROMICE network with model output. Their analysis suggested that this underestimate resulted from a bias in roughness lengths leading to underestimates of sensible and latent heat fluxes. Conversely, analysis by [82] showed relatively consistent and reliable performance by several different SMB models including HIRHAM and RACMO at a field site within this basin, suggesting that local factors can significantly influence model performance. Our analysis thus shows the value of detailed observations of mass change from field and satellite observations in interpreting and improving process understanding in Greenland and points to areas where the physical processes within regional climate modelled SMB need to be improved.

3.4. Calving Front Location and Ice Sheet Mass Budget

As the analysis of the GMB data compared with RCM data in Figure 7 shows, calving and ice-ocean interactions are an important component of the Greenland ice sheet mass budget. Since the start of the ESA-CCI project, outlet glacier retreat rates and associated increased calving rates have been a significant contribution to the observed mass loss from the Greenland ice sheet. Ref. [1,7,47] suggest that around one third of ice lost from the Greenland ice sheet is the result of iceberg calving and related processes. Out of the 28 glaciers monitored by the CCI project, all except two underwent significant retreat during the period 1990 to 2016 (Figure 8), though at very different rates when averaged over the long term. The time series in the calving front location (CFL) dataset are at least 20 years and in some cases almost 30 years suggesting that the consistent retreat of glaciers observed around Greenland is the result of widespread climate change in the region. While the 28 study glaciers are only a small sample, the pattern of calving front retreat is consistent with the other datasets we discuss here and with other studies in the literature (for example, [79]) and shows that the Greenland ice sheet is retreating both due to increased melt and runoff and due to dynamically controlled and ocean driven processes.

As calving rates and calving front location are controlled by multiple processes (see below and also [27]), the total location change and retreat rate are sensitive to the start and end dates chosen. As Figure 9 shows, CFL is often at a stable position for a decade or longer, before a calving retreat that leads to a rapid change in position before establishing a new stable location. At Petermann glacier for example, the CFL gradually moves forward before a single calving event shortened the ice shelf dramatically, after which the CFL again started to move forward again. The normally episodic nature of changes in CFL emphasises the need for long-term monitoring to understand the behaviour of calving fronts and distinguish if retreat is within the bounds of natural variability or due to an external climate change forcing.

Significant outstanding research questions on calving outlet glaciers include how much of an influence surface and submarine melting of the glacier front have on calving front positions and the implementation of calving physics in ice sheet models. This is not a trivial problem and often relies on overly simplified empirical functions [73]. New process models, however, are now capable of detailed understanding of the key processes and are helping to improve calving laws [83] but as [84] show, substantial uncertainty around the rate and magnitude of future mass loss from the Greenland ice sheet due to calving will persist in the next round of the coupled model intercomparison project (CMIP6). The CFL dataset therefore presents significant possibilities for future work parameterising and evaluating calving losses from ice sheet models.
**Figure 8.** Total calving front change for each of 28 outlet glaciers between the 1990s and 2016 (left). Each is given as the 2016 position minus the initial position. The annually averaged rate of position change over the period is given in the table (right).

**Figure 9.** (left) Petermann glacier calving front location between 1995 and 2015. (right) Average distance between a reference grounding line of 1995 and the calving front of Petermann glacier.

Most of the calving outlet glaciers in Greenland are tidewater type, that is with usually only a short and transiently floating calving front [27]. However, floating ice shelves similar to those found in Antarctica do exist in Greenland although typically confined within fjords [85]. During the course of the CCI project 2 of the 5 remaining floating ice shelves, Hagen Bræ and Zachariæ Isstrøm had significant retreat rates leaving only Petermann, Ryder and 79 glaciers with large and intact floating ice shelves at the present day. These glaciers with floating ice shelves are significant because each of these glaciers drain relatively large proportions of the ice sheet. The break-up of ice shelves that stabilise the outlet glaciers can lead to accelerations in ice velocity and therefore higher rates of sea level rise [29], but different glaciers respond in different ways to changes at the front [86] and
careful modelling studies in combination with good observational data are required to understand the important processes [87]. For example, Rathmann et al. [21] showed different seasonal accelerations at neighbouring glaciers Zachariæ Isstrøm and 79 glacier in response to very similar runoff rates. Part of the differences were explained by different hydrological regimes but there is also a possibility that response to a climate forcing may be delayed by other glaciological processes such as differing bed topographies, geothermal heat flux or past strain histories. Similarly, Hogg et al. [16] showed that the grounding line at Petermann glacier has been mostly stable over the last half decade suggesting that the glacier is likely in equilibrium with the present day climate. However, more recently Rückamp et al. [88] showed an important link between calving retreat and increases in ice velocity at Petermann glacier as well as a retreat in the grounding line location, suggesting that longer time series of data are important to assess stability of ice shelves. By combining multiple datasets including the ice velocity, grounding line and calving front location with modelled surface runoff and an ice fracture model Rosier et al. [89], in review assess how stable the Petermann glacier ice shelf actually is (Figure 9). We here give a short overview as a case study in using multiple data types to gain insight into glacier processes.

Analysis of the ice velocity dataset shows that velocity increases significantly in summer, likely due to melt water at the bed of the grounded part of Petermann glacier, reducing the basal pressure (Figure 10A). Increasing melt and runoff due to climate warming is therefore a plausible mechanism that can lead to increased calving and retreat of the calving fronts. Ice velocity data is used to derive strain rates that are further used to calculate crevasse penetration depths as described in [90] (Figure 10B). Crevasse depth models have been implemented as a parameterisation in ice sheet models to determine calving front location and the associated dynamic feedbacks by, for example Nick et al. [73]. The CCI ice velocity data products are therefore an ideal opportunity to derive strain rates and constrain estimates of calving activity.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10.** (A) HIRHAM modelled 2-m temperature (blue) and run-off (orange) averaged over the Petermann glacier. (B) Sentinel-1 ice velocity (orange) and first principle strain rate (blue) averaged over the Petermann glacier. (C) Stress intensity factor at different depths for varying crevasse spacing. Solid lines correspond to dry crevasses. Dashed lines to crevasses with a water level of 10 m below the surface. (D) Depth a crevasse reaches when the stress intensity factor equals the fracture toughness. Dry crevasses (blue), water filled crevasses (orange).

Using Glen’s flow law [91] the principle stresses are calculated from the strain rates. We then apply a linear elastic fracture mechanics formulation to calculate the penetration depth of a crevasse for the given tensile stress based on [90,92]. Apart from the internal stresses, the maximum depth of a crevasse, and therefore whether calving can also occur is also controlled by the spacing between crevasses and the presence of water in crevasses as shown in Figure 10C,D. The stress intensity factor (shown in Figure 10C) is a quantitative measure that shows the stress state of a fracture considering the applied loading and fracture geometry. When the stress intensity factor reaches an empirically derived threshold known as fracture toughness, the fracture is considered unstable allowing it to
propagate the entire thickness of the ice shelf rapidly. In Figure 10 we use a value of 100 MPa for the fracture toughness, based on analysis by [90]. Fracture spacing, \( W \), is important in this analysis. The closer spaced crevasses (\( W < 400\) m) penetrate to shallower depths whereas the more widely spaced crevasses (\( W > 450\) m) lead to unstable propagation through the full ice shelf thickness. The presence of water in crevasses enhances crevasse penetration and can lead to fractures propagating through the entire thickness of the ice sheet [27,90]. At Petermann glacier in northern Greenland, liquid water in crevasses is present only during the summer months when there is liquid run-off present, nonetheless as Figure 10D shows even closely spaced crevasses filled with water can penetrate the full ice shelf thickness and at lower strain rates than dry crevasses. The sensitivity of the fracture depth to water suggests that under a warming climate with greater melt water production at the surface, the ice shelf may well be vulnerable to break up as other glaciers in this region have also collapsed, for example, the retreat at C.H. Ostenfeldt glacier shown in Figure 8 and described along with other Greenland glaciers by Hill et al. [85].

It follows that with increasing air temperatures, a higher density of lakes can form increasing the volume of water available for hydro fracturing and causing an increase in the ice tongue instability. However, this effect can be mitigated by drainage of excess water through surface rivers and basal channels [93,94]. Figure 10 therefore only shows the potential effect increasing runoff can have on the stability of the Petermann ice shelf. Equally, higher velocities, leading to higher strain rates could lead to deeper fractures, though this effect is reduced if more crevasses open since the crevasse spacing also affects the depth of an individual fracture. The final fracture depth is dependent on the ice thickness by the ratio of crevasse depth over ice thickness. A thicker ice shelf means that the ratio is smaller and, all other things considered equal, would reduce the final fracture depth. This is however only the case in the situation where there is enough water available for hydro fracturing, in the case that no water is present the final fracture depth would increase slightly relative to the thinner ice shelf. As [95] showed that basal melting is also important at Petermann glacier in reducing ice shelf thickness, ocean forcing that increases basal melt rates may at least initially and somewhat paradoxically help to stabilise fracture propagation via the geometric effect.

Regional climate change projections for example, [45,56], show a significant increase in melt water runoff across Greenland under two different climate change scenarios, particularly in northern Greenland. This indicates that floating ice shelves like Petermann glacier are vulnerable to future retreat, a conclusion supported by Nick et al. [86] and a possible explanation for the loss of the other ice shelves around Greenland. Extending this analysis at Petermann glacier to other outlet glaciers covered by the CCI Greenland ice sheet datasets could also give a wider indication of the potential stability of outlet glaciers. As the analysis of the GMB data in Figure 7 shows, calving and submarine processes are likely to be very important mass budget components in basins 3 and 4 in particular and to a lesser extent basins 5 and 7.

4. Outlook

In this review paper we have given an overview of the current mass budget of the Greenland ice sheet based on models and remote sensing observations. As Figure 4 clearly shows the total mass of the ice sheet has consistently declined over the GRACE period. Combining observations and models demonstrates that both surface mass balance processes and ice dynamics, including calving processes and ocean interactions are contributing to this mass loss. The ESA CCI Greenland Ice Sheet observational datasets have proved to be a powerful tool in understanding and improving estimates of ice sheet mass budget and the contribution to sea level rise as well as pinpointing areas where process understanding needs to be improved. The continuation of the generated datasets in the future and extension back in time where possible using data from older sensors is planned as part of the CCI+ project due to commence in 2019. The existing data products will be enhanced with an ice mass flux and discharge data set that combines remote sensing and model data to give a continually updated reconciled Greenland ice sheet mass budget as used, for example, in [2]. The successful launch of
GRACE Follow-On (GRACE-FO) in May 2018 will also extend the time series of ice sheet total mass balance and allow for better assessments of regional variability. Similarly, continuing advances in the development of the next generation of RCMs such as the non-hydrostatic model HARMONIE-AROME already used for very high resolution (2.5 km) operational weather modelling in Greenland will help to improve estimates of SMB [12,96]. The development of new climate reanalysis such as MERRA-2 replay analyses and the Copernicus Arctic Reanalysis currently in production have great potential to derive more accurate SMB reconstructions and will also help to reduce process uncertainty. The analysis in this paper also demonstrates the value of on ice sheet observations from weather stations and stake measurements of surface mass balance [53]. Interpreting the mismatch between satellite data and model output is greatly assisted by the presence of reliable field data and thus helps to develop the science of ice sheet change further.

Our analysis of the variability within and between datasets also points to the importance of further improving models of surface mass balance, particularly with respect to precipitation and accumulation rates. Similarly, enhanced understanding and parameterisation of ice-ocean interactions will improve estimates of future sea level rise from Greenland.

5. Conclusions

The Greenland ice sheet has now been observed by satellite and documented in detail for almost three decades. The wealth of detailed information processed and made freely by the ESA climate change initiative has contributed to and will continue to contribute to significant advances in understanding processes of ice sheet change. In this study we summarise the present state of the mass budget of the Greenland ice sheet and the relative contributions from different processes.

Over the period 2003–2016 we find a gravimetric mass balance derived from GRACE for Greenland including the peripheral glaciers and ice caps of $-255 \pm 15 \text{ Gt year}^{-1}$. Mass loss is driven mostly by surface mass balance processes though with a significant dynamical component in some ice sheet basins. After the significant acceleration in mass loss rate in the GRACE-era up to the record mass loss in the summer of 2012, Greenland has since seen a decrease in the short-term mass loss trend.

Combining data with models is a powerful way to enhance process understanding. Decomposing GMB into basins and comparing with RCM-derived SMB suggests models tend to overestimate precipitation over the ice sheet in some key basins and may also underestimate melt rates. At the same time, differences between RCM-derived SMB suggests that parameterisations within the models can lead to significant regional biases in mass budget estimates. Improved field data as well as improved parameterisations will help to solve some of these problems.

Surface elevation has reduced across almost all of the ice sheet with a small increase in elevation in the central highest altitude parts of the ice sheet. While RCMs mostly agree with the broad trends in SEC, the inability of RCMs to reproduce the small increase in SEC in the interior and particularly in eastern Greenland suggests that precipitation is underestimated by RCMs and/or that ice dynamic processes are partly responsible.

Analysis of model simulations from both regional climate models and ice sheet models demonstrate that SMB is driving most of the elevation change in the interior and at the margins of the ice sheet. However, drainage basins with fast-moving outlet glaciers demonstrate significant dynamic drawdown related to ice discharge and potentially basal and frontal melting. Some of these basins are modelled adequately by the ice sheet model PISM used in this study. Other basins were not well represented in PISM suggesting that running high resolution models and developing and implementing dynamic feedbacks and ocean driven melting related to calving retreat are necessary for ice sheet models to be able to accurately simulate ice dynamics.

The active retreat followed by stabilisation of a number of calving outlets is well documented [7] and correlates with the dynamically derived SEC and with areas of relatively high velocity in the ice velocity dataset.
Analysis of grounding lines suggests that the few remaining ice shelves are currently relatively stable [16] but analysis of the strain distribution across the ice shelf points to the importance of strain rates and surface melt water in enhancing fracture propagation. Increases in melt and/or strain rates due to increases in velocity gradients in the future may therefore lead to increased instability and likely collapse of the remaining ice shelves around Greenland [97]. Other metrics of ice shelf state such as ice shelf thickness, areal extent of meltwater ponding and basal melt channelization may prove to be better indicators of ice shelf stability in Greenland, given the different topographic configurations found in Greenland compared to the generally better studied Antarctic ice shelves [94].

Continued independent validation and comparison, along with focused field work and enhanced modelling of calving and ice dynamics will lead to more accurate ECV products. All of the data products reported here indicate significant impact on and response of the Greenland ice sheet to climate change. This allows us to define the current changes in Greenland as a baseline for the important processes likely to drive future ice sheet change and consequent sea level rise.
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